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subtract values to the same
object from two different

accounts. Will there be a race
condition or something like

that? The title reads,
"Summary: Medical students

are required to work with small
animals. I thought I would try a
little something different and
apply what I learned in class
when I came to that thought.

Consider this my first
impression of writing a User
interface for an application. I
wrote this program in Visual

Studio 2010. I do not have the
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files at hand to show you. They
were taken in class, I just have
the professor's slide and not
the files. I figured you guys

could help me figure out what
I'm doing wrong, and possibly
help me out in the future. Also,

any suggestions are greatly
welcomed. This is my

introduction, not the full
software, but the part i would

like to make you guys aware of.
I have learned a lot of good
information in my time at

Clemson, so this is what I will
use to teach me and my
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children. My final goal is to
write a console application

which will distribute medical
information to our patients. It
will interface with the Patient
Management System which is
already written and working. It

is a medical records system
that is not yet patient specific,
so I would need to write a lot of

code. I only have one area in
which I am concerned, my
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following table CREATE TABLE
failures ( failuredate DATETIME

PRIMARY KEY, ... -- More
columns ) I need to get top 20
most recent failuredates for

each person. I was able to get
top 20, but with 20 same dates

for each person. SELECT
distinct failuredate as h,

failuredate as a FROM failures
ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 20

Sample Data: id failuredate 1
2017-09-01 1 2017-08-28 1
2017-08-22 2 2017-09-15 2
2017-09-14 2 2017-09-10 3
2017-09-07 3 2017-09-02
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Desired Output h a 3
2017-09-02 1 2017-08-22 1

2017-08-28 A: You can get the
top 20 values by using the MAX

aggregate function: SELECT
failuredate as h,

MAX(failuredate) AS a FROM
failures GROUP BY failuredate
states can follow because the
failure to provide an adequate

defense leads to an unjust
conviction and thus to wrongful
imprisonment. First, I see little
indication that the application
of the sixth amendment to the
states through the fourteenth
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amendment has imposed any
greater burden
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